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LONDON BOROUGH OF TOWER HAMLETS 

 

GOVERNING BODY OF OUR LADY AND ST JOSEPH  

RESOURCES COMMITTEE 

15th January 2020 at 4:30 pm 

OPEN MINUTES 

 

 

 

MEMBERS: 

 

Ms Jo Faulkner (Foundation Governor)*  
Ms Caroline Modest (Parent Governor) (Chair) 
Sue Blinman (Foundation Governor)*  Ms Laurell Hector (Foundation Governor) 
Fr Keith Stoakes (Foundation Governor)* Mr. Alex Everden (Staff Governor)* 
Mr. James Cameron (Co-opted Governor) (Vice Chair)* 
Mr. Patrick Devereux (Headteacher)*    
Ms Teresa Parker (Foundation Governor)*   
Ms Shanine Blom – School Business Manager* 
 

    * Denotes presence 

 

Also Attending:  
Ms Rochelle Clarke – Clerk* 

     

 

The meeting commenced at 4.35pm, and was quorate. 
 

Part One.  
 
1. OPENING PRAYER, WELCOME & APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE 

 

[In the absence of the Caroline Modest, James Cameron agreed to chair the 
meeting.]  

 
The Chair welcomed members to the meeting. 

 
Apologies were RECEIVED and ACCEPTED from Caroline Modest 
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Fr Keith opened the meeting with a prayer.  
                              

 
2. DECLARATION OF INTEREST   
 
James Cameron declared that he was currently working at school on a short term 
contract. 
 
No other declarations of interest were made.  

 
 

3. MINUTES OF MEETING HELD ON 15TH JANUARY 2020 AND CHAIRS 
URGENT ACTIONS. 

 
3.1 Approval Of Minutes Of The Meeting Held On 15th January 2020. 

 
RECEIVED the Minutes of the Meeting held on 15th January 2020 
 
RESOLVED: the minutes of the Resources Committee held on 15th January 
2020 were AGREED as an accurate record and signed by the Chair.  
 
3.2      Matters arising from the minutes not included on the agenda  
 
           None 
 

3.3      Review of Action List 
 

 
 
3.4 Urgent / Chair’s Action Taken Since the Last Meeting 
 

None  
 

 
 

Agenda 
Item No. 

ACTION LIST 

5.2 Clerk to add air-conditioning approval to next FGB agenda- Actioned 

5.3 Clerk to add SFVS to FGB agenda- Actioned 

9.1 Staff Induction Policy to be discussed at the next committee. - 
Actioned 

9.6 Snow and Bad Weather policy to be forwarded to staff.- Actioned 
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4. FINANCE 
 
4.1 Budget Monitoring Report 

 

The SBM informed that there had been little change to the budget since it had been 
last reviewed by the committee at the meeting in January.  

 
The school projected a carry forward of £547,915 for 2019/20. £160k had 
already been deducted from the 209/20 budget as governors had previously 
approved this funding for the installation of air conditioning. It had previously 
been noted that this would likely cost the school approximately £230K. If this 
was agreed by the FGB the additional funding would reduce the projected 
carry forward.  

 
The SBM informed that at the recent SBM meeting there had been discussion 
about the closing of the annual budget. In addition schools carrying a surplus 
above 8% were also discussed.  The LA had stated that it would not enforce 
this at this point. However the SBM felt that it was a good thing that the school 
was in the process of creating a spending plan for this money as the school 
did not want this money to be clawback by the LA.    

 
 

Q&A- a governor asked why the school was underspending on staffing  
The HT informed that the school had yet to replace a teacher who had 
resigned.  This was currently being covered by Alex Everden as the school 
had appointed to this position but had later decided that the person appointed 
would be more suited to PPA. As there was already a new teacher in the Year 
5 cohort it was decided that it would be better to have a more experienced 
teacher in the classroom.   

 
 

4.2 Pupil Numbers 

 
The Headteacher informed that there had been 54 first choice Nursery 
applications for September 2020. This was a significant decrease as 90 
applications had been received for September 2019.  Due to this decrease the 
school had made the decision to reduce Nursery classes from September 
2020 to one class. This would have an effect on funding.  

  
Q&A- a governor asked how this would eventually affect the Reception 
intake?  
In response the Headteacher stated that this was a borough wide issue, 
particularly in the West of the borough and was the main reason for the Pupil 
Place Review currently being undertaken by the LA. It was also noted that 
due to an increase in Nurseries in the area there was a lot of competition with 
a small number of them offering full time places to all families regardless of  
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entitlement. It was also noted that a small number of Nurseries were allowing 
parents to choose the hours that suited them. Neither of these were a viable 
option for the school. 

 
 

Q&A a governor asked if shutting a class would have any repercussions 
on the local community? 
In response the Headteacher stated that this would not be the case. The 
school would also redeploy staff to other roles within the school.  

 
The Headteacher explained current funding for 3 and 4 year olds and detailed 
entitlement and the affect this had on the schools budget.  

 
The Headteacher also informed governors that due to a reduction in the 
amount of practicing Catholics in the borough this was having an adverse 
effect on pupil numbers.  It appeared the draw of catholic school was no 
longer what it used to be.  

 

 
5. PREMISES UPDATE 

 
 

The Headteacher provided the following update on premises:  
 

(a) The Headteacher RECOMMENDED that additional cameras be installed 
around the school building. 3 quotes had been obtained and after reviewing 
the quotes the SBM RECOMMENDED that Quote 2 be approved.  
 

THE Headteacher informed that one of the main reasons behind the decision 
related to accidents on the stairwell and playground. Due to the narrowness of 
the stairwell there were blind spots. This meant that if there were any instances of 
pushing, it was likely that staff would be unable to see and this led the school 
open to allegations. Similarly, the Headteacher felt that due to blind spots on the 
playground, if there were any serious incidents, the school left itself open to 
accusation.  

 
A governor raised concern as they believed replacing people with cameras was 
not a good idea. Prevention was better than cure and if there were blind spots on 
the stairs an adult should be put on the stairs to monitor the children at all times 
to avoid any accident. 

 
In response the Headteacher stated that he agreed with this sentiment, however 
It was a useful measure as there had previously been incidents in the past that 
fights had taken place and cameras had been used as evidence when meeting 
with the children and families involved. If any allegations were made it was no 
longer an adults word against a child as there would be clear evidence. 
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It was noted however that there were more than an adequate number of adults to 
children on the playground.  

 
Q&A- if this is the case then why do we need the cameras? 
In response the Headteacher stated that even though there were an adequate 
amount of staff on the playground, there were often times when staff had their 
backs turned or were busy dealing with another incident and so may miss 
something.   

 
Q&A- in response a governor stated that although they could see the 
benefits of having additional cameras. Staff should be allocated to specific 
places on the playground so there were no blind spots. This should not 
replace staff.  
In response the Headteacher stated that installing the cameras would also 
safeguard children and ensure the adults on the playground were doing their jobs 
and would protect the school in long run from a very serious lawsuit. 

 
RESOLVED: Governors AGREED for additional cameras to be installed. 

 
 

Air-conditioning  
 

The SBM informed that the school had opted to split the installation of air 
conditioning into two parts. This work would be completed by Willby and Burnett 
with the first part of the works commencing over the Easter break. The school 
had opted for this option as it would avoid the school spending 230k in one go as 
both the Headteacher and SBM were in agreement that the school should 
continue to remain cautious of how money was spent. The main system would be 
connected to the roof and then smaller units would then be linked in at a later 
date. Classrooms would be completed first and then would eventually be fitted 
throughout the remainder of the school. Phase one would cost under the £160k 
already approved at the last FGB meeting and the SBM was hopeful that funding 
for the remaining works would be approved at the next FGB in April. This would 
also mean the funding for phase 2 would come out of the 2020/21 budget. 

 
  

Playground  
 

The Headteacher informed that the school playground was currently water logged 
due to a lack of drainage. The school was currently in talks with Willby and 
Burnett and a builder who had carried out the work on the redevelopment work 
on the playground. They had stated that there were no drainage issues even 
though there were no drains on the playground. The school hoped to have an 
update on this after half term.  
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Artificial Grass 
 

The Headteacher requested funding to have artificial grass installed for Year 4 
and 5 to keep the area nice and bright.  

 
RESOLVED: Governors AGREED that artificial grass be installed. 

 
 

6. STAFFING UPDATE 
 

The Headteacher provided the following staffing update: 
 

(a) The Deputy Headteacher would be returning from maternity leave after half 
term for 2 days a week for the spring term and would now be back in the 
classroom.  

 
(b) The school had appointed PPA teacher on a contract basis 

 
(c) The Assistant Headteacher was now back in the classroom.   

 
(d) The school had so far appointed 2 LETTA students for next year.  

 
 

[Jo Faulkner entered the meeting at 17:38] 
 

(e) The school had signed up to become a mindful employer.  
 

(f) The school had received the Inclusion and Quality Mark Assessment. The 
Headteacher thanked Sue Blinman and Sr Christine Frost for their support 
through this process.  

 
7. POLICY AND OTHER DOCUMENTS REVIEW  

 
 

The following policies had been circulated prior to the meeting for review:  
 

7.1 Staff Induction Policy 
 

The SBM informed that number of changes had been made to this policy to 
ensure staff are made aware of all staff policies. After reading this staff will 
now be asked to sign to say that have read and understood the policy and all 
relating documents.  
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Key information had also been added. The policy still covered everything the 
school required it to but now made the induction process less onerous for 
those doing and or receiving the induction. 

 
 

7.2 LAC Policy  
 

The AHT informed that the school received additional funding for LAC. After 
some training this policy has been devised with the idea that the school check 
in with guardians of the children involved on a bi-annually basis to see how 
we can best support the child and give them time to allay any concerns they 
may have.  As the school received specific funding for each LAC and the 
children all had specific needs, it was important that the school ensured these 
needs were being met and that the school was looking at what it could do to 
provide additional support. When the AHT had met with parents they had 
wanted to be acknowledged and listened to as there was no real financial 
need this had been more powerful than any money we could give. 

 
The SBM stated that this policy had been written from scratch using 
information from the Key and thanked the AHT for this.   

 
Q&A- a governor asked is the school was audited on how this funding 
was spent?   
In response the SBM stated that this was not the case as the school did not 
receive special LAC funding but received Pupil Premium funding. Although 
Ofsted would care about how the school spent additional funding. We have 
tried things like music tuition which not always necessary enjoyed but showed 
that the school was trying  

 
ACTION: LAC to be added to Standards agenda as a standing item.  

 
 

RESOLVED: Governors APPROVED these policies and they were signed by the 

Chair.  

 

 
8. DATE OF NEXT MEETING 

15th May 2020- 4:30pm 
  

 
9. ANY OTHER BUSINESS  
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Write Offs 
 
 
- The SBM informed that a child had left the school with a debt. After some 

work the school had managed to recover £200 but a sum of £183.40 was still 
outstanding.  
 

- A child had left the Nursery with a debt of £40 for school meals.  
 
RESOLVED: As governors felt that chasing these payments would likely cost 
more than the debt itself, it was AGREED that writing off these debts would 
be RECOMMENDED to the FGB. 
 

ACTION: Write Offs to be added to FGB agenda. 
 
 

10. PART 2  
 

[please see Part 2, confidential minutes] 
               

The meeting ended at 17.27pm. 
 

 
 
 
Chair’s signature: ________________________ Date: ______________  
 
 
 

 

Agenda 
Item 
No. 

ACTION LIST Delegate 

9 Write Offs to be added to FGB agenda. Clerk 

10 LAC to be added to Standards agenda as a standing item. Clerk 


